Discovery of

T r o i t s k T r o i t s k r e s u l t s r e s u l t s
A step in the A step in the integral spectrum is integral spectrum is found. found.
this would this would imply that there is a line imply that there is a line in the energy spectrum of in the energy spectrum of tritium decay ! tritium decay ! Not well understood Not well understood New, very large spectrometer being built in New, very large spectrometer being built in Karlsruhe Karlsruhe for a better measurement with tritium: "KATRIN" for a better measurement with tritium: "KATRIN" Lepton-Photon 03
G. Gratta 13
Kinematics mass measurements Kinematics mass measurements at "high energy" at "high energy"
• The only effective tool here is energy resolution ββ ββ decay experiments are at the leading decay experiments are at the leading edge of edge of " "low background low background" " techniques techniques Lepton-Photon 03
G. Gratta 21
However it was recently found that main uncertainly in (R)QRPA However it was recently found that main uncertainly in (R)QRPA calculations comes from the single particle space around the calculations comes from the single particle space around the Fermi surface. This should be the same for 0 Fermi surface. This should be the same for 0νββ νββ and for and for 2 2νββ νββ. .
Use the measured 2
Use the measured 2νββ νββ experimental T experimental T 1/2 1/2 to make a correction. to make a correction. Still, if/once 0 Still, if/once 0νββ νββ decay is discovered, the T decay is discovered, the T 1/2 1/2 in more than one in more than one nucleus will be needed to pin down neutrino masses nucleus will be needed to pin down neutrino masses The latest 2 experiments to start operation: The latest 2 experiments to start operation:
t h a t t h e d a t a h e d i n t e r p r r i n t e r p r u s e d i s t h e N o t e t h a t t a s e a r l i e r a t a u s e d i s t h e s a m e t h a t w e t e d s a m e t h a t a n u
